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JTT announces an all encompassing installation of three paintings by Jamian Juliano-Villani on view at the gallery from 
April 18th to May 17th, 2015. 

Verging on mural, each of the massive paintings covers one of the three walls of the gallery creating an architectural 
immersion into Juliano-Villani’s deeply personal fantasy.

The largest figure of the exhibition stands proudly revealing its pathetic smile, a foreboding presence whose scars are tell-
ing of a past but its eyeless face deems it an oracle of an unknown future.

Alex Murphy’s cyborg hand is our narrator, prompting a sex scene between two of Richard Corben’s alien characters from 
his 1971 work “Cidopey”. A kaleidoscopic visual aura known as Charles Bonnet syndrome, an experience described by 
Bonnet as early as 1760, distorts one of the two figures. The setting is a dark interior lit only by the glaring bulbs of a vanity 
mirror. A table is covered with an array of murder mystery props—a deerstalker style cap, a bottle of arsenic, a tarantula, 
Moscot sunglasses. Juliano-Villani’s cultural references are obscure, but they can be recognized. For this reason it is pos-
sible to dissect her paintings and categorize their parts: 1970s illustration / cyberpunk appendage / American landscape. 
But still her personal anecdotes remain personal and partially inaccessible. 

More than cultural pastiche, these three large works are, at their essence, not the accumulation of references but the 
product of reaching the end of a referential supply. What is left is inevitably personal. When Jamian was one year old, for 
example, she was bitten by a black widow and remained hospitalized for a number of months. The lurking tarantula over-
coming the bottle of arsenic may refer to this memory. 

Opposite the alien sex scene we find another two creatures fucking, this time two stick bugs. They are riding on a car, the 
body of which is a map of flattened human skin, smoke billowing from the tires. The landscape is composed of Joshua 
Trees below, and in the sky above, clouds styled after the great Magic Realist landscape painter John Cox. A luminous 
moon descends over the Martian desert landscape. Accumulatively these parts emanate a definitive American quality, 
similar to one that Juliano-Villani admires in the work of the American painter George Ault who lived for a period of his 
tragic life close to Juliano-Villani’s hometown. 

This is the artist’s first exhibition with the gallery.




